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STABILITY FOR AN INVERSE PROBLEM
IN POTENTIAL THEORY

HAMID BELLOUT, AVNER FRIEDMAN AND VICTOR ISAKOV

Abstract. Let D be a subdomain of a bounded domain Í2 in R" . The

conductivity coefficient of D is a positive constant k ^ 1 and the conductivity

of Cl\D is equal to 1. For a given current density g on 9Í2, we compute the

resulting potential u and denote by / the value of u on dii. The general

inverse problem is to estimate the location of D from the known measurements

of the voltage /. If Dh is a family of domains for which the Hausdorff distance

d(D, Dh) equal to 0(h) (h small), then the corresponding measurements fh

are 0(h) close to /. This paper is concerned with proving the inverse, that

is, d(D, Dh) < Ay/à - /Il > c > 0 ; the domains D and Dh are assumed to

be piecewise smooth. If n > 3 , we assume in proving the above result, that

Df, D D (or Dh C D) for all small h . For n = 2 this monotonicity condition

is dropped, provided g is appropriately chosen. The above stability estimate

provides quantitative information on the location of Dh by means of //, .

1. Introduction

For any two domains D\, D2 in R" denote by d{D\, D2) the Hausdorff

distance between them. Let fi be a bounded domain in R" (n > 2) and let

D and Dh (for any 0 < h < ho, ho small) be subdomains of Q with closure

in Q such that
cxh < d{D, Dh) <c2h,

where c\, c2 are positive constants. Set

k   in D, ( k   in Df,,( k   in D, ( k   11

\1    inQVD, Ud> = \1    hin Q\Dh,

where k is a positive constant, k ^ 1 . Consider the Neumann problems

div{aDVuo) = 0   inil,

(1.1) duD f
—— = g   onöQ, uD = 0

and
div(aD/jV«DJ = 0   inii,

g   on<9Q, uD.=0,Í
Jn

(1.2) duo^

_ dv Ja
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where g is a given function, satisfying

(1.3) g£L2(da), g¿o,      I g = o,
Jon

and set

(1.4) f=uD\dÇi,        fh = uDh\dÇ1.

We are interested in establishing a local stability estimate of the form

(1.5) d{D,Dh)<C\f-fh\V(T)

where T is a nonempty open subset of 9Q, and h is sufficiently small. Such

an estimate means that the mapping

D -» ^{D) = uD\T

has nonzero "derivative."

We shall refer to the case

(1.6) Dh D D   for all h (or Dh c D for all h)

as the monotone case. When the assumption (1.6) is dropped, we speak of the

nonmonotone case.

We shall always assume that dD is piecewise smooth, and that dDh has the

representation

(1.7) dDh:x = fts) + hoh(sMs)   a.e.

where v(s) is the normal to dD, wherever it exists, and |o)¡(s)| < C; 5 is an

(n - 1)-dimensional local parameter. Notice that dD is given by x — f(s).

Bellout and Friedman [1] established (1.5) in the monotone case, provided

dD and dDh are in C2,a (uniformly in h) ; their proof actually requires only

C1,1 smoothness. An earlier proof of (1.5) for « = 2, due to Friedman and
Gustafsson [5], also required the same smoothness.

For n = 2 Bellout and Friedman [1] have established (1.5) for the nonmono-

tone case provided 3D is analytic and certain finite number of "orthogonality"

conditions are satisfied; it is however not easy to verify such conditions even,

for instance, if the Dh are translates of D.

In §4 we shall extend the stability result (1.5) of Bellout and Friedman to

the monotone case when dD is only piecewise C1 > ' ; the proof requires some

new ideas and technical estimates which are developed in §§2, 3. Our interest

in the piecewise C11 case and in particular in polyhedra stems from a recent

uniqueness theorem due to Friedman and Isakov [6]. They proved that if D

and D' are any convex polyhedra in il such that the solution w0 of ( 1.1 ) and

the corresponding solution up for D' satisfy: ud = «d- on an open nonempty
portion r of dil, then D = D'. They needed to assume that either Q is a

half-space or D and D' are not "too close" to dtl. They also established (1.5),

but only when Q is a half-space and under some severe restrictions on D.

In §5 we consider the case n = 2 and dD analytic, but drop the monotonicity

assumption (1.6). We establish the stability estimate (1.5) for appropriately

chosen function g.
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Finally in §6 we extend the results of §5 to the case where D is a convex

polygon or, more generally, piecewise analytic.

2. The behavior of Vu near a vertex of 3D

Throughout this paper we assume that Q is a bounded domain in R"  (n > 2)

with C1q boundary.

Let D be a subdomain of Q with D c Q and let

k   if x € D,

if x e n\D,

p- = g   ondQ, [ u = 0,

a(x) = | i

where A; is a positive number ^ 1. Consider the diffraction problem

(2.1) div(aVM) = /   inQ,

du

dû

where g satisfies

(2.3) geL2(dQ),        g¿0,

(2.4) /   g= í f.

We shall be interested in the behavior of Vu near a point xq € dD where

dD is not smooth. For simplicity we first consider the case when n = 2, Xo = 0

and, for some ball Bro = Bro(xo),

dD n Bro   consists of line segments

(2.5) /, = {(r, 6); 0<r< r0, 0 = 0},     and

l2 = {(r,e);0<r<r0,d = ß},        0 < ß < n.

Consider first the case / = 0 and set ue = uq\D , u' = uq .

Lemma 2.1. The following expansion holds for 0 < r < r\   (r\ = ro/2) :

ue = ue(0) + J2r?i (Aejcos y ie + bj sin yjO) >

u' = u'(0) + J2rh (A'jcos ?j0 + B)sin yfi) ;
;=i

the series are convergent with their first derivatives, absolutely and uniformly for

0 < r < r\. Here, the sequence y¡ is monotone increasing,

(2.7) 0 < ci < fjlj <c2<oo   for all j,

and

(2.8) yx>\.

Proof. Denote by S{ the unit circle and define on Sl

(k   ifO<0</?,
a{e) = \l    ifß<6<2n.
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Introduce the function spaces Ll(Sl), H*(S1) with norms

\\nLUs>) = y**a\v(6)\2dd\

\v\\h¿(s<) =

U2n fin
av2(6)d6 +       av2{d)dd

1/2

Set

(2.9)
~       1 d  (   d

Jz? is an unbounded, self adjoint, positive elliptic operator with dense domain

in L2(Sl), and {Sf + 1)_1 is compact. Hence the spectrum of J? consists

of positive eigenvalues y2 (y; > 0). We denote a corresponding (complete)

orthonormal sequence by {Vj} ; it is a basis for L\(SX).

If

£?v + yjv = 0,(2.10)

then

(2.11)

so that

v" + yjv = 0 on 0 < 6 < ß and on ß < 6 < 2n,

Vj = v'j = M)cosyj6 + Nj'siny¡6,        0 < d < ß,

Vj = v'j = M] cosyjd + Nej sinyfi,        ß < 6 < 2n ;

in addition, the diffraction (or transmission) conditions

(2.12)
kvj,e = vj,ei

at e = o, e = ß

must be satisfied, as well as the condition

(2.13) /   v2dd=\.
Jo

For every r e (0, ro) we nave me expansion

oo

(2.14) u(r,0) = u(0) + Y,hj(r)Vj(6)   in L2(Sl)

and

hj(r) - /    auvjdd.
Jo

The function u satisfies, for 0 < r < r0 ,

(2.15) a(j(rur)r} + ±(auo)o = 0.

Multiplying (2.15) by avj(6) and integrating over Sl we get, after using (2.10),

,2

,2,6)      M-Gi.-^Ol-Hauvj = 0.
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Hence hj(r) satisfies

(2.17) j{rhj,r)r-%hj = 0,

so that

(2.18) hj{v) = Cjryi +Djr~y'.

Since ur £ L2(Bro) we have

(2.19) I °[{uvj)r]2rdr< M <oo,
./o

i.e.,

(2.20) [°\h'j(r)\2rdr<M.
Jo

It follows that Dj = 0 and, consequently, from (2.14),

(2.21) u(r, 6) = u{0) + Y,Cjry>Vj(6)

and

/ au2(r, 6)dd = u2{0) + J2Cjr2yj       (0<r<r0).

Since ur G Ll(Sl) for r = ro, we actually even have

/ au2(r, d)dd = J2 Cfy2r2^-V < oo

for r = r0 , so that

oo

(2.22) £c?y?r02,,;<oo.

7=i

We next estimate the y;. We can write

vej = Re{aje^e},     v) = Re{bje^e}.

The refraction conditions at 6 = 0 and 0 = /? then become (for a = a¡,b =

bj,y = yj)

(2.23) a + a = beiy2n + be~iy2n ,

(2.24) aeiyß + ae~iyß = beiyß + be~iyß

and

(2.25) k{a-ä) = beiy2n -be~iy2n,

(2.26) k{aeiyß - ae~iyß) = beiyß - be~iyß .

Taking k times (2.23) and adding to (2.25), we get

(2.27) 2ka = (k + 1 )beiy2n + (k - 1 )be-'y2n .

Similarly, taking k times (2.24) and adding to (2.26), we get

(2.28) 2ka = {k + 1 )b + (k - 1 )be-2iyß .
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Comparing (2.27) with (2.28) we find that

(2.29) {k + \)b{eiy2n -\) = (k- l)b{e-2iyß -e-2,yK).

We need to consider two cases
Case (i). eliyn ± 1.

Then
b _ k - 1 e~2iyß - e~2iyn

% ~ k + 1      e2'?* - 1

Since \b/b\ = 1, we conclude that

k+ 1\p-2iyß _ p-liyn

(2.30) 1
= A> 1,

\g2iyn _ I |

or

(2.31) úny(n - ß) = Asmyii

and it is easy to see that this equation has an infinite sequence of solutions y¡

satisfying (2.7). We claim that the smallest one, yx , satisfies y\ > \. Indeed,

if 7i < 2 tnen 2tï7i < i and 0 < 2yxß < 2ny\ < n. But then

U2i>,jr _ e2iy,ßi < ig2iyi7[ __ ji

a contradiction to (2.30).

Case (ii). e2''"1 = 1.

Then y = y;- = n for some integer n, and from (2.29) we see that ßy/n is

also an integer; consequently

(2.32) ß = —n,    q and m are relatively prime positive integers.
m

We easily see that all the additional solutions y, in this case, are multiples
of m . Thus the asserted expansion (2.14) still holds, but one has to include the

additional sequence of multiples of m into the sequence of the y/s.

Finally, using (2.22) it is easily seen that the series expansion of u{r, 6) and

its gradient are absolutely uniformly convergent for 0 < r < ro/2.

We shall now extend Lemma 2.1 to the case / ^ 0, assuming that / €
L4/3(Q).

Set

fj{r)= f"f(r,d)Vj(d)d9.
Jo

Then formally

(2.33) u(r,e) = u(0) + Y,CJry'vJ(d) + Y,ej(r)Vj(6)

where

(2.34) ej(r) = ~f  Ms)^ ds -Ç- f fj(s)sl+y> ds
¿y¡ Jr0/2 ly¡ Jo

is a solution of

i(rA')'-^A = /,(r);

the fact that D¡ = 0 follows by using (2.19) as before, noting that e¡ =

0(r2), e'j = 0{r). Observe that the first integral on the right-hand side of (2.34)
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is from rn/2 to r (the integral from 0 to r will not converge if y¡ > 2). We

have,

(2.35)

I f fj(s)sl+yi ds\ =   f ¡n f(s, 6)Vj(d)si'psl+y's1-1'pddds
\Jo Jo Jo

s (i'^|/|'î<'edí)"'(í'^s""+",4|"í",)|a)", («- a

<
(jr\+yj+l/g

Trj
Met (hm

1/4

if p = |, q = 4 (since / e L4/3).  Noting that by Sobolev's imbedding [4,

P. 27],

\Vj\»<C{\v'j\0T{\Vj\L^-a,       a = l

and

\vj\L2 = 1,        \v'j\L2 < Cyj\Vj\L2 = Cyj,

we get

\Vj\„<Cy)lA.

Substituting this into (2.35), we get

\[ fj{s)sx+y>ds
Mo

<
Crl+50-+l/4

7/4

A similar estimate holds for the second integral in (2.34). Hence

(2.36) EM^WI^E-^tm^o-2,

by (2.7).
From (2.33), (2.36) we deduce that the series

(2.37) £C,T^,(0)

is convergent in L2(5'1) and therefore

53 C)r2yi < oo,        0 < r < r0.

This implies the absolute uniform convergence of the series (2.37) for 0 < r <

ro/2 ; in particular,

(2.38) |«(r,0)-«(0)| <Cr>\        yx>\.

We now consider the function

Vx(x) = u{kx) - w(0)

for k small and x in 5, = {^ < \x\ < 4}. Let B0- {\< \x\ < \). Clearly

div(aWx)=A2f(kx),        \Vi\<CX».
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Let Ix be any line in B = {1 < \x\ < 3} with endpoints on dB. Then, by the

trace imbedding (of WI2{B) -» L2(//l)), Sobolev's imbedding [7, p. 27] and LP
elliptic estimates,

|ji \Vvx\2 dx}     < C\vx\W2.vHBq) <C I  \X2f(Xx)\4'3 dx + G A» .

Making the substitution Xx = y we find that

¡\Vu\2<c(f \f\A
Jl \Jkl4<\x\<k )

\ 3/2

+ c^'-'/2,

where / is the image of 4 ; / is any interval connecting a point on {r = 1/A}

to a point on {r = 3/A}. By varying X, taking for instance X = 3"-', we deduce

that

(2.39) í\Vu\2<Ce(\l\),        e(í) i 0 if í 1 0

where / is an interval in {r < e0} and |/| = length of /.

If D is a polygon, then by applying the above estimate near each vertex of

dD we arrive at the following result:

Lemma 2.2. Suppose D is a polygon and f e L4/3(Q). Then the solution of the

refraction problem (2.1), (2.2) satisfies:

For any family of intervals which are the intersection of straight lines parallel

to one of the sides of D and Qo, a compact subset of Q.,

(2.40) l|V«||iJ(/) < C||/||L4/,(n)

where C is a constant depending only on D, Qo cind g ; furthermore, for any

vertex a of dD,

(2.41) \\Vu\\v(lrxB{a,r))<Ce{\l\),        e(t) 10 if 110.

Extension of this result to piecewise smooth domain in any number of di-

mension will be discussed in §4.

3. An auxiliary estimate

Let D be a polygon in R2 with edges r,, T2, ... , Tn and vertices s\, s2,

... , Spj such that Sj = r7nry+i, TN+i - F[ . Let Dh (0 < h < ho) be a family
of polygons with edges Ti (h), T2(h), ... , TN(h) and vertices s\(h), ... , Sn(h)

such that Sj{h) = Tj(h) n Tj+i(h), TN+i(h) = Ti(h). We assume that

(3.1)

DcDh,       DhcQ   for0<h<h0,

N

C\h < 53 \Sj(h) - Sj\ < c2h       (0 < C] < c2 < oo)
7 = 1

Set

{Î
k   in D, ( k   in Du

■   on a» = \  i on      fr>0,k¿l),
in Ll\D, [ 1    in il\Dh
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and consider the diffraction problems

(3.2) div(aVu) = 0   inQ.,

(3.3) 7T = g   ondQ,        [ u = 0
<jv Jo.

and

(3.4) div{ahVuh) = 0   inQ,

d-^ = g   onöQ,        [uh = 0
ov Ja

g€L2(Q),  g¿0, í   g = 0.
Jaa

(35)

where g satisfies

(3.6)
Jda

We are interested in estimating the "quotient difference"

(3.7) Uh = U-^.

Lemma 3.1. For any 0 < e < 2 there is a constant C such that

(3.8) [\Uh\2+e<C   \fO<h<h0.
Ja

For e = 0 and dD e C1 • ' this was proven by Bellout and Friedman [1].

Proof. Multiplying the difference of the equations (3.2), (3.4) by a function v

in Hx (Q.) and integrating over Q., we easily get

(3.9) / ahVUh • Vv + ^-r^- [      Vu-Vv = 0   VveHl(0).
Jn h    Jdh\d

We introduce the solution w^ to the diffraction problem

(3.10) div(ahVwh) = Uh   inQ,

(3.11) dWh
^ = 0   onöQ, [wh = 0;
dv Jn

since Jn Uh, — 0, this problem does in fact have a unique solution.

Multiplying (3.10) by Uh and integrating over Q., we get

(3.12) - [ ahVwh-VUh= [ U2.
Ja Ja

Substituting v = wh in (3.9) and adding the result to (3.12), we find that

k- 1
/      Vu-Vwh= [ U2,

Jdad Jah      JDh\D

so that, by Cauchy's inequality,

(3.13) [u*<\Ll}li[      \Vu\2)     \[      \Vwh\2}
Ja n \JDh\D I \JDh\D I
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By extending Yj at Sj+\ as a line segment until it meets 3Dh , for 1 < j < N,

we get a "triangulation" of Dh\D into N quadrangles Qj(h), each bounded

by the extended r^_i, Yj and portions of Yj(h), Yj+l(h). Each Q¡{h) can be
traced by a family of intervals /¿(A, h) parallel to Yj at distance A from Y,

where A varies in some interval 0 < A < h}■■, h¡ <Ch . Hence

/      |Vw|2<¿/      \Vu\2 = Yj ¡ ' dX Í       \Vu\2
JDh\D j=lJQj(h) j=lJo Jlj(k,h)

< 53 /    CdX,    by Lemma 2.2.
7~1 Joj=X Jo

It follows that

(3.14) /     \Vu\2<Ch,
Jd„\d

Similarly

/      \Vwh\2 <J2f'dÀi       \Vwh\
JDh\D j=l Jo Jlj(k,h)

and

/       |V^|2<c/|c/A|2,
Jij(k,h) Ja

by Lemma 2.2 applied to wh/{jn \Uh\2}1/2 ; hence

(3.15) /      |V^A|2 <Ch [ U,
JDh\D Ja

2
h

\D

Substituting the estimates (3.14), (3.15) into the right-hand side of (3.13),
we conclude that

1/2Lul<ALuñ ■
i.e.,

(3.16) fu2<C.
Ja

Having proved (3.8) for e = 0 we proceed to prove it for e positive and

small. For this purpose we introduce another auxiliary function Wh defined as

the solution to

(3.17) diy{ahVwh) = \Uh\£Uh-A = Fe   inQ

with the same conditions (3.11) as before; the constant A is chosen so that Fe

satisfies the compatibility condition Ja Fe = 0, that is

From (3.16) it follows that

V£|4/3<C,h
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if
4        2 1
3 = —'    i.e.,   !f£ = -.

We can then apply Lemma 2.2 and deduce that

/       \Vwh\2<C,
Jij(k,h)

for any line lj(X, h) and, consequently,

(3.18) /     \Vwh\2<Ch.
JDh\D

Next we multiply (3.17) by Uh and integrate over Q. Since JQ Uh = 0, we
obtain

(3.19) - [ ahVWh-VUh= [ \Uh\2+£.
Ja Ja

Substituting v = wh in (3.9) and adding to (3.19), we find that

(3.20) [\Uhf+' = !íZÍ f     Vu-VWh,
Ja n    Jdh\d

and using the estimates (3.14), (3.18), we get

(3.21) ¡\Uh\2+E<C
Ja

where C is a constant independent of h , or (since e - 1/2)

\uh\2+l/2<c,L
which is an improvement of (3.16). More generally, assuming that (3.8) holds

for e = em the above proof shows that (3.8) will then hold for e = em+\ where

4 =   2 + em

3      1+ em+i

and since em î 2 if m î oo, the lemma follows.

4. Stability in the monotone case

For simplicity we begin with the case where n = 2 and D, /)/, are polygonal

domains as in §3, satisfying (3.1), and D is convex.

Set

(4.1) fh = Uh\aa,       f=u\dÇl,

and let T be a nonempty open subset of <3Q.

Theorem 4.1. Under the foregoing assumptions

(4.2) liminf / ^ ~ ^ >0.
h^o  Jr     h

This means that

(4.3) d(Dh,D)<C j\fh-f\,
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where the constant C may depend on the family {ah} . We note that the reverse

inequality

(4.4) J\fh-f\<Cd(Dh,D)

can easily be established.

From (3.9) we get, by integration by parts,

- [ ahUhAv + (k-l) (    Uh~+[

(4-5) k-\ t
+ —r— I      Vu-Vv = 0   Vv e tf2(Q)

h    Jnh\D

where ve is the exterior normal to dDh and n is the exterior normal to <9Q.

Suppose (4.2) is not true, i.e., for a sequence h —> 0,

(4.6) / ^r^1 -0.

fh-fdv
h    dn

Since AUh = 0 in £l\Dh and in Dh, Uh is uniformly bounded in L2(Q) (by
Lemma 3.1), we may assume that

(4.7) Uh —> U uniformly in compact subsets of Q\dD.

Since further U = 0 on Y (by (4.6)) and dU/dn = 0 on 9Q we have, by
unique continuation of harmonic functions,

(4.8) U = 0   inQYD;

also

(4.9) AC/ = 0   in£>.

Consequently

(4.10) - / ahUhAv -»- / kUAv   as/wO.
Ja Jd

We next prove that

(4.11) f    UhP^^O   as/2^0.
JdDh     dve

Since 3Dh consists of N edges Yj(h), it suffices to prove that

(4.12) /     Uh^r-¡(h)     dve

for each j.

Let Oh De a line segment containing Clj(h) in its interior and let

F(  ] = {dv^x)ld^   forx€Yj(h),

h[X)     \0 for x e <Th\Tj{h).

Since /),  is piecewise smooth, it belongs to  Wp~"    (07,) for any /? = 2 - ¿,
ô > 0 [7, p. 45]. Hence, by the trace theorem [7, p. 37] there exists a function
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Zh defined in semicircle Sh in Q\Z?/, with diameter rj/, such that

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

and

It follows that

(4.16)

IIzaII»''2^(5ä) < c,

Zh — 0   on Oh ,

dzh        u
d^=Fh     °na>"

zh vanishes in a neighborhood of dSh\(Th .

t    u,
Jv¡(h)

dv

dVe
\   UhAzh.

Jsh

As h -> 0, Yj(h) -> r; and ah -* o , Sh ^ S. By regularity of v , dv/due

on Oh converges in W^,1_ -norm (when the independent variable is properly

normalized so as to vary in the same interval a , say). By the continuity of lifts

(see [7, p. 37]) we then have that zh -» z in W2^P{S). Recalling Lemma 3.1
we conclude that

/ UhAZh
Js„ IsUAz.

and the right-hand side is equal to zero by (4.8). This completes the proof of

(4.11).
Next we observe that, by (4.7),

We finally evaluate the last integral on the left-hand side of (4.5). Let 7) be

the intersection of Dh\D with a square of side S centered at the vertex Sj of

dD. We can trace 7) by two families of intervals /^-(A), l2j(X), where the

l\j(X) are parallel to Yj at distance A and the l2j(X) are parallel to Yj+i at

distance A. Using (2.4) we get

k- 1

kVu-Vv

(4.18) /^{L|vm|2}1/2+/^{L|vm|2}

0,        e(rj)^0iff5^0.

C

<jh = Ce(S)

1/2'

The set D/,\(Du(IJ 7))) is a disjoint union of rectangles Q¡ ¿ with two sides

nearly parallel at distance c(h)h (maxc(A) = Co > 0) and the other two sides

lying near Sj and s;+i . Since u is smooth in Q\D except at the set of points

St, ... , sn , we deduce that

-r /      Vu-Vv -^  l     âVue-Vv, ä>0,
"JQj.s JrjS
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where Yj s C Tj, and the right-hand side converges to

dVue • VvL
as S —> 0. Combining this with (4.18) it follows that

(4.19) —ir-l      Vu-Vv ^(k- 1) /   dVue -Vv   Vve//2(Q).
"       JDh\D JdD

Notice that à is actually a linear function on each edge Yj, and

(4.20) à > 0,(7^0   on dD.

We now take h — 0 in (4.5) and use (4.19), (4.17), (4.11) and (4.10); we
obtain

(4.21) k[uAv = (k-l)[   dVue -Vv
Jd JdD

for any v e H2(Q).

Let Ve be an e-neighborhood of D . If v e H2(VE) then we can modify it

outside Vef2 so as to obtain a function v in //2(Q). Since (4.21) is valid for

v , it is also valid for v . Thus (4.21) holds for any v e H2(Ve).

The function u' = u\D is smooth in D and therefore for any xq £ D and

0 < A < 1, the function

(4.22) vx(x) = u'{x0 + X(x - x0))   is in H2(Ve)

for some e > 0. Substituting v = vx into (4.21), we get

d(x)Vue{x)- Vu'(x0 + X(x -x0)) = 0.
hi U \A. ) V i'    '

IdD

Letting A ] 1 and using Lemma 2.2, we easily conclude that

(4.23) /   d(x)Vue(x)-Vui(x) = 0.
JdD

Since finally
.du*     due du1     due

dve      dve dx       dx

where x is the tangential direction, it follows that

rj|V«'|2 = 0.LdD

Recalling (4.20) we deduce that Vu' = 0 on some arc on dD and hence,

by harmonic continuation, u = const in Q. This implies, in particular, that

g = due/dn = 0, which is a contradiction.

As we shall see below, Theorem 4.1 can be extended to general piecewise

smooth domains D, Dh .

Definition 4.1. If each Yj(h) is C1,1 curve (instead of a line segment) with

C1 • '-norm bounded independently of h , and if the angles ßj(h) at Sj(h) sat-
isfy

0 < cx < ßj{h) <c2<2n   V/
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then we say that Dh is uniformly piecewise C1,1 . Similarly we define "D is

piecewise C1, '."

We shall need the following assumptions:

(A!) Dh are uniformly piecewise C11 and D is piecewise C11; further,

D is strongly starshaped with the respect to the origin in the sense that D c ßD
for any ß > 1 .

(A2) The vertices Sj(h) of Dh and s¡ of D are such that

\sj{h)-Sj\ < Ch.

(A3) The representation (1.7) holds outside some ô(h)-neighborhood of {sy,

... , sjv} where 3(h) —> 0 if h -* 0 ; further,

a/,(s) —► a(s) ^ 0   as A —► 0

uniformly outside any ^-neighborhood of {s\,..., Sn} .

(A4) Dh^D or DhcD V0 < /z < /z0 .

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions (Ai)-(A4), the stability property (4.2)

holds.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. The main difference occurs

in the estimates near a vertex. Here we first perform a local diffeomorphism so

as to make D locally a sector, and then proceed as before, with minor changes.

We now proceed to the case of dimension n > 2.

Definition 4.2. Let D be a domain in E" (n > 2). We shall say that D is
piecewise C1'1 if for any Xo £ dD there exists a polyhedron D* in R", a

point xt € dD* and a C ■ ' diffeomorphism C7Xo from a ball ß(xo, S) onto a
ball B{x*, <$**) such that

G>0(.B(xo, 5) nZ)) = £(*. ,<5,)nfl,.

Definition 4.3. A family of domains Dh (0 < h < ho) is said to be uniformly

piecewise C ■ ' if in Definition 4.2 <5 can be chosen independently of h , and

the diffeomorphism GXo = GXo /, have C1-1 norms bounded independently of

/z.

Let D be a piecewise C11 bounded domain in R" (n > 2), and let Z^

be bounded domains in R" , uniformly piecewise C11 . Assume that dDh is

given by

(4.24) dDh: x = x0 + hah{x0)^(xo)

outside r5(/z)-neighborhood of the set S of points of dD where dD is not

C • ' ; here v(xq) is the outward normal, á(/z) -> 0 if A —► 0, and

(425) l<7A(.Xo)l + |V;t0r7A(*o)|<C,

°aC*o) -+ ̂ (^0) ^0   as h —> 0.

Remark 4.1. As shown in [1], if the D/, are obtained from Z) by affine trans-

formations, then (4.25) is valid.
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Theorem 4.4. Under the foregoing assumptions, if D is strongly star-shaped with

respect to the origin and (A4) is satisfied then the stability property (4.2) holds.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. In fact, once we

can prove it for the case where D, Dh are polyhedra, the proof for the general

case follows by using the same estimates after performing local diffeomorphism

about points of the set S.

In proving the theorem for polyhedra D, Dh, the main new effort is in ex-

tending Lemma 2.2 (upon which Lemma 3.1 depends). Here we can probably

again apply eigenfunction expansion to Çu where Ç is a cut-off function. We

shall not attempt to carry it out since a proof of Lemma 2.2, which is valid in

fact for any Lipschitz domain D (f is assumed to belong to L2"/("+I)), was

recently given by Escauriaza and Fabes [2]. We note however that Lemma 2.1

(used in the proof of Lemma 2.2) will be needed in §6; it is mainly for this

reason that we have included in this paper our original proofs of Lemmas 2.1

and 2.2.
We finally remark that if n > 3 we only need to use (3.8) for e = 0. Indeed,

for « = 2 (3.8) with e > 0 was used only in establishing (4.11). In the present

case of n > 3, the trace theorem [7, p. 37] allows p = 2 in (4.13), (4.14) and

(4.15); thus (4.11) follows by using (3.8) with e = 0.

Remark 4.2. The star-shaped assumption on D was used only in order to estab-

lish (4.22) for any 0 < A < 1. If D is in C1 > ' then the star-shaped assumption
may be dropped since u'(x) is in H2(D) and can therefore be extended into a

function in H2(VE).

5. The nonmonotone case

From now on we drop the monotonicity assumption (1.6) but assume that

there exists a diffeomorphism y = x + 4>h{x)  of Q  onto  Q

,, .> which maps D onto Dh and satisfies

|Vx<t3/,(x)| < Ah    {A constant).

Lemma 5.1. Let Dh be uniformly piecewise C1 - ' domain and let D be such

that (4.24) and (4.25) hold. Assume also that (5.1) is satisfied. If the stability
property (4.2) is not satisfied then

(5.2) k f UAv = {k-\) f   öVü-Vv   Vv e 7Í2(Q)
Jd JdD

holds, where

(5.3) A« = i VMi    fW>0'\Vul    ifd{x)<0,

and ö(x) is a continuous function, d{x) ^ 0 and

(5.4) sgnrj(x) = sgn a(x).

The proof is similar to the proof of (4.21) for polygonal domains in the

monotone case; for C1,1 domain the theorem was already proved in [1]. The

main difference in the proof for the piecewise C1 • ' case occurs in establishing

(4.19); it is here that the assumption (5.1) is needed (cf. [1], following the proof

of Lemma 3.3).
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Corollary 5.2. If a{x) = 0 on a nonempty open subset of ÖQ then the stability

property (4.2) holds.

Indeed, this follows from the proof of Lemma 5.1 in precisely the same way

as Corollary 3.4 of [1] which dealt with the case where D and Dh are C11

domains.
In the remaining part of this section we assume that

(5.5) n = 2   and   dD is analytic.

This implies that ue is analytic on dD. We shall prove that, for appropriately

chosen g, the stability property (4.2) holds.
In addition to (5.5) we shall assume that

(5.6) dD is strongly star-shaped with respect to the origin,

and that

(5.7) o(x) changes sign along dD only a finite number of times.

The assumption (5.6) is made so that one may apply (5.2) to a function as in
(4.22) (0 < A < 1) and thus deduce, as A î 1, that if the stability property (4.2)
does not hold then

(5.8) /   öVü-Vv = 0   if Av = 0 in D and Vv eL\dD).
JdD

One can actually easily verify the condition (5.1) when (5.5) and (5.6) hold.

Assumption (5.7) implies that

M

{<7 < 0} = (J Ij     where /+, Ik are disjoint arcs on dD.

7 = 1

By (5.3),

r v«* on uji, /;,
(5.10) Vü=\ J     J

[VW    onUf=1/-.

In view of Corollary 5.2, we may assume from now on that M' - M and the

union of the /t, /¿T is all of dD.

Lemma 5.3. If for any C1 function h there exists a solution w to

Aw — 0   in D,

(5.11) Vü-Vw = h   ondD,

Vw &Ll(dD),

then the stability property (4.2) holds.

Indeed, using (5.8) we conclude that

ah = 0;
dD

since h is arbitrary, à = 0 which is a contradiction.

I
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Remark 5.1. It is actually sufficient to solve (5.11) just for h = à, but a may

not be C .
In order to establish (5.11 ) we shall rely on the index theory for the Riemann-

Hilbert problem as exposed in [8].

We recall (see [8, §40, (40.8)]) that for a continuous vector field V = a + ib

on Q and a smooth curve Y c Q which is the boundary of a subdomain in Q

one defines the index of V with respect to Y by

(5.12) K{V;Y) = -[m(a-ib)]r
71

provided V ^ 0 on Y.
It is well known that the index is homotopic invariant, i.e., if V(8) is a

family of such vector fields continuous in 6 , 0 < 6 < 1, then

(5.13) K(V(0);r) = K(V(l);T)

provided V(6) ^ 0 on Y for all 6 . The definition of the index of V — a + ib
with respect to Y can be extended to the case where V may vanish or have

finite number of jump-discontinuities at points C\,... ,Cn on Y. Setting G =

{a - ib)/(a + ib) one defines (see [8, §93, p. 273]),

(5.14) K(T/;r) = i-[argG]r
¿71

provided the limits G{c,±0) exist, where the passage from C7(c,+0) to C7(c,-0)

is selected as [8, §85].   If V(6) varies continuously with 6 and each  V{6)

vanishes or has jump-discontinuities only at C\, ... , Cn then (5.13) is still valid

provided the limits G(c¡ ± 0) exist for all 0 < 6 < 1.
Consider the example of

(5.15) Vo(0)= (\- (* ~kl)d) ueNN + u\x       (0< Ö < 1)

where N is the outward unit normal and f is unit tangent (in the counter-

clockwise direction) along dD. From the diffraction conditions

,. ,,. e       i due        du1

(5-16) U=U> dÑ = kdÑ

we see that, for any z e dD,

Vue(z)¿0   if and only if   Vm''(z)#0.

Since Vo{8) is a homotopy from Vue to Vu', we conclude that

K(Vue ; dD) = /c(Vm' ; dD))   if Vue ¿ 0 on dD.

Consider next the vector field

\ Vu'      on dD~ = \Jj IJ .

Clearly Vl(0) = Vu and K.(1) = V«'. Notice that Vx(6) has a finite number of
jump discontinuities along dD, i.e., at the endpoints of the IJ . As explained

above the invariance formula (5.13) is still valid, so that

(5.18) K(Vui;dD) = K(Vü;dD)   provided Vw'V 0 on dD.
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The Riemann-Hilbert problem in D is concerned with finding a holomorphic

function (j> in D, continuous in D, such that

a Re 4> + b Im <¡> = c   on dD ;

here D is a C1 domain and a, b, c are piecewise continuous with a finite

number of discontinuities z\, ... , zn , and their derivatives are bounded in
each arc ZjZj+i (zN+l = z\). By [8, §93], if a2 + b2 > 0 and the index of

V = a + ib with respect to dD is > — 1 then for any c there exists a solution

<f> and [8, (93.1)],

\Hz)\<j-^-r;       (0<a<l)
Iz    zj\

for z near z¡.

We note that the Riemann-Hilbert problem for holomorphic function <f>(z)

is equivalent to the problem

Av = 0   in D,

avx + ¿Wy = c   on <9Z),

for v = Re / 0(z) i/z . We therefore conclude:

Lemma 5.4. If k(Vu; dD) > -1 then for any piecewise C1 function h there
exists a solution to (5.11).

The fact that Vw e Ll(dD) follows from the estimate of </>(z) near z¡■■,

where z¡ are the points of discontinuity of V. Recalling (5.18) we have thus

reduced the proof of the stability property (4.2) to showing that

(5.19) Vu'¿0   on dD

and

(5.20) rc(Vw';0Z>)>-l.

Since u' is analytic in D, it has analytic extension into a neighborhood N+

of D ; we denote it by u' and note that u' is harmonic in N+ . Similarly ue

has analytic (and harmonic) extension into an Q-neighborhood N~ of Q\Z).
We shall now make a special choice of g as follows:

Definition of g . Let z = z(t) be a C1 Q parametrization of 9Q (0 < t < 2n)

and let f(z(t)) be a Cla function such that f{z(t)) has a unique maximum

at t = 0, a unique minimum at some point í = to, and

lLf(z(t))<0   if0<t<t0,

lLf(z(t))>0   ift0<t<2n.

Let « be the solution of the diffraction problem

(5.21) div(aV«) = 0   inQ,

(5.22) u = f   ondQ,

and set

(5.23) g = -.

We shall prove
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Lemma 5.5. For the special choice of g in (5.23), (5.19) holds and

(5.24) K(Vui;dD) = 0.

Since (5.24) implies (5.20), we deduce

Theorem 5.6. Under the assumptions (5.5)—(5.7), the stability property (4.2)

holds.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. From the transmission conditions (5.16) one can easily

show that u cannot take minimum or maximum at points on dD. Therefore u

attains its maximum at z(0) and its minimum at z(t0) and, by the maximum

principle, du/dv ^ 0 at these two points. At all other points of <9Q we also

have du/dx / 0 (by the choice of /). Consequently Vue ^ 0 on <9Q. Since

further the tangential components of Vue have the same sign on (0, to) and

(the reverse sign) on (t0, In), it can be seen that

(5.25) K(Vue;dQ) = 0.

The vector field Vu' has a finite number of zeros z\, ... , zm in D and

similarly (since Vue ^ 0 in an Q-neighborhood of <9Q) the vector field Vue

has a finite number of zeros in zm+\, ... , za in Q\Z>. On dD, Vu' and Vue

have common zeros (if any); we denote them by z/+1, z/+2, ... , zm .

Let Le be the Jordan curve formed by the arcs of the dB{z¡ ; e) (/ + 1 <

j < m) which are contained in Q\Z> and by dD\ \JJ=i+\ B(zj ; e) • We claim

Lemma 5.7. If e is sufficiently small then

(5.26) Vm^Il, is homotopic to Vu'\Le.

Proof. If e is sufficiently small then Vu ± 0 in a neighborhood of

m

Ye = dD\\jB(zj;e).
i+i

Let Vue = ueNN + uexx. Then ueN and uez do not vanish simultaneously on Ye.

We define, for 0 < 6 < 1,

(5.27) v{e)=(\-^-^-e\tfNÑ + tfxx   onYe.

Then V(0) = Vue, V(l) — Vu' and V(6) is continuous in 9; moreover,

V{6) /Oonfc.
We next wish to define V(6) on any arc dB{z¡ ; e)\D of LE. To do this

we introduce a conformai mapping of the lower half-plane onto D which maps

0 into Zj. By analytic continuation, the mapping is conformai in a neighbor-

hood of 0. Since the refraction conditions (5.16) are invariant under conformai

mapping, we may assume from the start that z = 0 and that D, near z = 0,

coincides with the lower half-plane. Expanding ue, u' near z = 0 into series

Ue — 53 r"(an COS n(P + K Sin n<P) >

u' = 53r"(a«COSM0' + b'„sinn<p)

and using the refraction conditions, we obtain

(5.28) aî = an,        K = kb'n.
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We now define (in the variables {r, tp) of the conformai mapping)  V(8) =

Vu{9) where

u{6) = 53 r" ( an cos n9 + ( !--j—6 ) K sin n<p j .

Then, by (5.28), u(0) = ue, w(l) = u' so that

V(0) = Vue,        V{l) = Vu¡.

Further,
VV{6)¿0   on dB(zj-e)

and V(6) continuously fits with (5.27) at the two points of dYe n dB(Zj<; e).

We have thus constructed a homotopy V(0) of Vu' along Le ; this estab-

lishes the assertion (5.26).

Completion of the proof of Lemma 5.5. Consider the index

K(0 = K{Vu;dB{t;;e))   (e small)

of Vm at a zero /c = Ç of V«, where C G Q\öZ). Introducing h = u + iv   (h

holomorphic), we have

h'(z) = ux + ivx = ux - iuy,

and
7Trc(C) = 7t/c(mx - /wy ; dB(C ; e)) = Varaß(i;e)Ä'(z)

= Vara/>(f;e)(z- O""1 =2^(«-l)

where h(z) = ao(z - Q" H-, «o # 0. Hence

(5.29) k(Q = 2 x {order of zero of V« at z = Ç}.

Denote by n¡ the order of the zero of Vu at z = z¡. Then, for small e > 0,

a

(5.30) /c(V2/;dQ) = rc(VwÉ';L£)+  53  2nJ ■
7=m+l

From Lemma 5.7 we also have

(5.31) k(V^;L£) = k(VM'';L£).

Finally, by (5.29),

m

(5.32) K(Vui;Le) = Y^lKJ-
;=i

Combining (5.30)-(5.32) and recalling (5.25) we deduce that

Í>7=0.
7=1

Hence Vu has no zeros in D and (5.24) holds. This completes the proof of

Lemma 5.5 and therefore also of Theorem 5.6.

6. The nonmonotone case with piecewise analytic dD

In this section we continue to consider the nonmonotone case for n = 2,

but assume that  dD  is piecewise analytic with a finite number of vertices
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5i, ... , sn ■ For simplicity we take D and Dh to be polygons, as in §2, with

D convex, and

N

C\h < 53 \sj(h) - Sj\ < c2h       (0 < c\ < c2 < oo) ;

7=1

however our results easily extend to any piecewise analytic dD.

Our starting point is Lemma 5.1; as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 (recall

Remark 5.1) the stability property (4.2) holds if there exists a solution v to

(6.1) Au = 0   inD,

(6.2) Vu-Vv = a   on dD,

such that Vi^ -> Vv in Ll(dD) as A î 1 ; Vx(x) = v(xo +X(x -Xo)) for some

xo e D. The function à is linear on each edge Yj.
By Lemma 2.1 it follows that any V« has a finite variation along any arc of

dD which contains a vertex sj of dD¡ ; consequently

(6.3) k(Vü ; dD) < oo.

In the original theory of Muskhelishvili [8, §§93, 94] the domain D is assumed

to be smooth. However, the results remain true if dD is piecewise C1 ; see [3,

Example 8.4]. One can see it by using conformai mapping z = z(co) of the

unit disc {\co\ < 1} onto D, and applying the original theory in the (»domain

noting that the index of z'(œ) is zero since oj -» z(œ) is conformai (i.e. z'(co)

does not vanish in the unit disc).

If K > -1 then (by [8, §93]) there exists a unique solution of (6.1), (6.2)
satisfying

(6.4) |Vu|<:—Ç—7-.

On the other hand, if k < — 2 then there are —k - 1 solutions of the homo-

geneous problem, and the solution v of (6.1), (6.2), (6.4) exists if and only if

à is orthogonal to these solutions. The orthogonality relations can be written

in the form

(6.5) /    dlm = 0,        m — 1, ... , —k — 1.
JdD

We summarize

Theorem 6.1. (i) If k > -1 then the stability property (4.2) holds;
(ii) if k < -2 and

(6.6) a is not a linear combination ofl\, ... , l-K-\

then the stability property (4.2) holds.

This result for analytic dD was proved in [1].

We now wish to estimate the index k for the special choice of g made in

§5.
From the results of [9, p. 201] it follows that the solution u of the diffraction

problem (3.2) cannot take local maximum (or local minimum) at a vertex of

dD. So as in the proof of (5.25):
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Lemma 6.2. For the special choice of g in (5.21)—(5.23),

(6.7) K(Vue;dQ.) = 0.

From now on we shall work with the special choice of g in (5.21)—(5.23).

Lemma 6.3.  Vu(x) ^ 0 for x ^ S\, ... , Sn ■

Proof. Let £,¡, n¡ be points on dD, t,¡ £ Y¡ and r\j £ Tj+\ , such that \$j -Sj\

and \r¡j - sj\ are small and Vue{Çj) ¿ 0 Vue{nj) ^ 0. Let f£ be C2 and

piecewise analytic curves in D which converge to dD as e —► 0 such that f£

connects £, to r\j by an analytic arc and it is a line-segment between r\j and

É/+1 (this segment lies on dD). Denote by De the domain bounded by Ye,

and let u£ denote the solution of the refraction problem corresponding to r£.
Then

(6 o\        Vù£ -> Vu' and Vü£ —> Vi/ uniformly outside any neighbor-

hood of {si, ... , sN) .

Observe that Vw£ ̂  0 at Çj, n¡ for all e, and that Vuee, Vu'e are analytic

across Ye\{Çi, r¡\, ... , Çn , nN} . Therefore Vuee and Vu'e have only a finite

number of zeros. Since also k(Vüs ; <9Q) = 0, we can repeat an argument used

in §5 and deduce that

Vüe£(x)¿0   inQ\f£,
(6.9)

Vü'E(x)¿0   inD£ur£.

We now suppose that Vue(xo) = 0 for some xo £ Q\Z), Xo ̂  vertex. If

Xo £ dD then we choose the ¿;;, r\j above so that xo lies on one of the line

segments of r£. Then (whether xo £ dD or xo £ dD) there exists a small disc

Bs(xo) suchthat ue and u\ are analytic in Bó(xq) and Vue ^ 0 on dBs(x0).

From (6.8), (6.9) we then deduce that

0 = K(Vüee ; x0) = k(Vü¡ ; dBs(x0)) = ic(VKe ; O5á(x0)) = tc(Vue ; x0)

if e is small enough, which is a contradiction.

Similarly one can prove that Vu'{x) / 0 if x £ D, x ^ vertex.

Denote by ff smooth curves in Q\Z) such that Ye£ coincides with dD

outside e-neighborhood of each Sj, and such that f| connects a point in Yj

to a point in r,+i by an arc <tJ £ which "approximately" lies on \z — s¡\ = e ;

by "approximately" we mean that we make Y\ smooth as it intersects dD, by

slightly modifying the arc \z - sj\ = t. Similarly we define curves Y\ and the

approximate arcs aj e in D.

By Lemma 2.1, near s¡,

VÏF = Ae.{z-s,)y'-{{\+o{\)),
(6.10) _       J ,

Vu^A'jiz-SjY^-^l+oil)),

where Aej ¿ 0, v4j / 0 and yj is a positive number larger than 1/2. Indeed,

take for simplicity j = 1, Sj - 0. By (2.21),

k-\ oo

(6.11) M = Re535mz''- + 53c,„r^Wm(Ö),        ß,/0;
m=l m=fc
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k is chosen so that k > 1 and yk > 3 + y\. By (2.13) and (2.11)

,-271

(v'm(0))2<Cy2m,
Jo

so that

(6.12)

Therefore, by (2.11)

and then also

(6.13)

\vm{0)\<Cym.

K(0)\<Cy3m   if0#O, 0*ß

\v'm(6)\<Cyi.

Using (6.12), (6.13) and (2.22), (2.7), we deduce from (6.11) that

k-\

VÏÏ = Re 53 ymBmzy»-1 + 0(ry^),
m=l

which implies (6.10).
From Lemma 6.4 and Corollary 6.3 we have

(6.14) K{Vue; f*) = 0,

(6.15) K(Vui;Yie) = 0.

Take any vertex Sj and introduce polar coordinates (r, 6) about Sj. We

want to evaluate the index of V«' with respect to the boundary of a small

domain Q.¡ c D such that dClj consists of two line segments

h = {(r, 0), 0 < r < So},        h = {(r, ßj),0<r< ô0}

and a circular arc

h = {(s0,e),o<e<ßj}.
Set Z£ = l2 U /j U /3.  By the definition of index in (5.14) and the expansion
(6.10) for V«'',

k(Vu';2Z£) = — arg
VW

V«7
J/,

1

¿n

Vu<

Vu'
huh

^—^ + -{jump of arg(z - sj)*'1

(6.16)

(yj-i)AH
from 0 = ß: to 6 = 0 at r = 0}

nonintegral part of —'-- >
n       J

(yj-i)/?y

where [x] is the integral part of x if x > 0 and [x] = 0 if x < 0 (if yj- 1 < 0

then, since 7; > 3 , the right-hand side of (6.16) is nonpositive and smaller than

1 in absolute value; since the index is an integer, it must then be equal to zero).

Repeating the above argument at each vertex 5, and recalling (6.15) we

deduce
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Lemma 6.5.  k(Vu' ; dD) > 0.

To compute k(Vü ; dD) we deform Vu' into V«. Consider first the case

where Vü is obtained by replacing Vu' by Vue on a single closed arc a . If

a lies inside one edge Yj then

k(V«' ; dD) - k(Vü ;dD) = ^- + ^-
n      n

where Xk is the difference in the arguments of V«1 and Vue at an endpoint

of a . Since the index is an integer whereas \Xk\ < n/2, it follows that

(6.17) K(Vui;dD)-K(Vu;dD) = 0.

Suppose next that a contains a vertex s, and its endpoints lie inside Yj and

IV,. Then, by (5.14),

(6.18) K(Vui;dD)-K(Vü;dD) = ^ + ^ + A
n      n     2n

where A is the difference between

Big2^(7j-i)ßj _ Bie2V=ñrj-»o      (Bi = tt«-v^TA-        y-j-^ = ¿A
V      at + V^ißi' Pl     V

and the corresponding expression with Be (associated with Ae). Since the

index is an integer and |(A, + X2)/n\ < 1, there is no ambiguity about the

choice of the corresponding limits G{sj ± 0) if \A' - Ae\ is small; in fact, the

correct choice is such that the limits of

1  Vu' 1   VÛ7
-=7—— and — —— agree at s¡ ± 0
B< VW Be Vue   6 J

so that the left-hand side of (6.18) is equal to zero. By continuously deforming

Ae we deduce that (6.17) holds in the general case.

Finally, a similar argument shows that (6.17) holds if a lies in Yj and one

of its endpoints is a vertex of dD.

By deforming Vu' step-by-step a finite number of times so as to obtain Vü ,

and applying (6.17) at each step, we deduce that (6.17) is valid for general Vü.

Consequently, by Lemma 6.5,

(6.19) K(Vu;dD)>0.

This together with Theorem 6.1 implies

Theorem 6.6. For the special choice of g made in (5.21)—(5.23), the stability
property (4.2) holds.
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